MY LOG FIRE 'GIRL

SONG

Lyric and Music by
ED. WYNN

I'm just a silly wand'r'r of
girls I've seen a few
I oft'en sit and ponder o'er the
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things I used to do And as I watch the fire each flame just seems to

show The different flames that I have had in days of long ago

CHORUS
a tempo

I had a flame called Julia all last summer I met her
I had a flame called Alice all last spring-time I met her

bathing while we crossed the bounding sea I had a
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flame called Anna quite a hum-mer
flame called Sarah all last May-time

from Savannah Ev’ry-bod-y thought that I would
no one fair-er And this time my bach’lor days look’d

wed that Georgia peach I had a flame called
very short to me Just then a flame called

Bes-sie all last au-tumn She was the
Edith caught my fancy I sure-ly
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first girl
thought my head a-whirl

But the greatest flame of all is the
But when the snow began to fall I met the

one that comes each fall While dreaming of my
While I sat watching

dear log fire—
girl
my log fire—
girl
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